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WHAT'S O LD IS NEW AGAIN: RETAINING FOURTH AMENDMENT PROTECTIONS IN
WARRANTED DIGITAL SEARCHES
(PRE-SEARCH INSTRUCTIONS AND POST-SEARCH REASONABLENESS)

Introduction
New technologies have challenged the jurisprudence of Fourth Amendment searches and
seizures. Despite the disruptive and transformational changes that digital technologies have
brought to our society, the constitutional prerequisites for searches and seizures of digital
evidence should be no different than searching a physical place. Neither the technological
sophistication nor the diminutive physical dimensions of a device to be searched are dispositive
of the privacy interests in the information stored on the device.
The fact that computers, external file storage and cloud servers are employed does not
require one to alter the high threshold that must be met to justify government intrusion. Each
new technology that affords a different type of private place to preserve private communications
does not require a different standard for the search and seizure of its contents than is
constitutionally required for the search of a file cabinet or the search of a home. What is different
is the amount of private information that can be improperly searched and the substantially greater
intrusion upon privacy and Fourth Amendment interests that may result.
One must look to the Fourth Amendment to define the limits of such searches and then
ask whether the existing policies, procedures and guidelines applied to the technologies of the
day appropriately mirror our fundamental constitutional values. Currently, they do not. The
starting point cannot be that everything is fair game.
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Today, courts are considering searches and seizures of digital evidence and what
parameters, if any, should be placed on law enforcement prior to executing warranted searches of
such evidence under the Fourth Amendment. Also, courts are addressing law enforcement‘s use
of technology to gather information. For example, in Kyllo v. United States,1 the Supreme Court
considered the use of a thermal imager to detect activity in a private home and restricted officers‘
use of sense-enhancing technology. Most recently, United States v. Jones2 considered the use of
a GPS device to track a suspect for twenty-eight days. Although the Court‘s decision rested on
its view that the government had committed common law trespass in putting the tracking device
under the fender of the vehicle, a majority of the Court was ready to hold that tracking of the
suspect, while in plain view on public streets, constituted a search. 3
Underlying many of these cases is Katz v. United States,4 which considered the
warrantless use of an electronic listening device that could detect sound through walls and
shifted the constitutional analysis away from a concern with ―constitutionally protected areas‖
and toward an attention to individuals‘ expectations of privacy. While the private property theory
of the Fourth Amendment that informed the concept of ―constitutionally protected areas‖ was
recently reinvigorated, the reasonable expectation of privacy test remains in force and applies to
cases involving the intersection of technology and personal privacy.
Unfortunately, these cases are improperly analogized to law enforcement searches of
digital evidence. These cases actually address the real-time collection of data—whether location
tracking, a conversation between two or more participants, or the heat image of a home. Digital
searches of evidence, however, are actually better addressed by case law discussing law
enforcement searches of papers and effects under the Fourth Amendment. Documents on a hard
drive are really digital papers, much like the papers stored in a desk drawer that the Founders
considered while drafting the Constitution. The reasonable expectation of privacy test, therefore,
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is an inappropriate starting point for computer searches. 5 Because the search of a digital device
for evidence of a crime constitutes the search of an effect for private papers, the Fourth
Amendment requires that law enforcement, in the absence of any exception, obtain a warrant to
seize and search that device and its contents. This report addresses what such a warrant
application, and the warrant itself, should include in light of today‘s digital realities.
The storage of massive amounts of personal information on digital devices such as
computers, cell phones, external hard drives, and flash drives — and the way that this
information is stored — presents a unique technological advent 6 that challenges current Fourth
Amendment law. Privacy advocates are proposing new rules to protect private digital
information, while law enforcement agencies are generally relying on traditional search warrant
law to sustain extensive and sometimes overly-intrusive searches of digital devices. Courts are
attempting to balance the competing needs for both citizens‘ privacy and effective law
enforcement.
Many courts have already considered some fundamental questions: first, should digital
devices be treated as mere containers, 7 or should they be treated as unique because of the amount
of data they contain8 or their small physical scale or virtual character compared to traditional
containers? In other words, a limited amount of information may be kept in a physical container
like a cigarette case or a briefcase, whereas an exponentially greater amount of information may
be stored on a laptop or a smartphone. Should this distinction be dispositive of the Fourth
Amendment rights afforded to physical and digital storage? Second, does the nature of digital
data — voluminous, potentially difficult to find, easy to conceal, 9 difficult to control and
destroy10 — call for greater deference to agents who execute search warrants 11or for greater
judicial oversight? 12 In any event, magistrates in the last decade have increasingly included pre-
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search instructions in digital device warrants, 13 with varying responses from appellate courts
about whether such instructions ensure citizens‘ privacy or excessively hinder law enforcement.
From the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers‘ (―NACDL‖) perspective,
the default must be the protection of privacy and Fourth Amendment rights. This report
addresses warranted searches of digital devices, specifically what the underlying applications for
a warrant should include and what restrictions magistrates should place on the search and seizure
of private data before the warrant is executed. 14 First, it sets forth a discussion of digital data
storage, search, and seizure and the specific constitutional issues arising from them. Second, it
discusses pre-search instructions: what they are, how courts have responded to them, and what
their merits and drawbacks are. Finally, the report makes recommendations for legislative and
judicial reform that account for the reality of digital searches. These recommendations draw
from the use of both post-search reasonableness analysis and pre-search instructions.

I. Digital Realities
Often, realities inherent in digital searches give rise to the conflict between law
enforcement efforts to uncover evidence of crime and citizens‘ privacy. The primary reality is
that at first glance, the content of digital data is not readily apparent. For instance, documents
not relevant to a criminal investigation may be co-mingled with evidence of a crime, or files and
file extensions may be named to conceal criminal activity or protect personal privacy. 15 Files
can also be moved, copied, and stored on more than one device. And, files may exist on digital
devices without the user‘s knowledge, either because she ―deleted‖ files (which really just places
them in unused space on the hard drive) or because her computer automatically downloaded data
and placed it in the hard drive‘s memory. 16 Often, agents argue that prior to opening a file, they
will not be able to tell whether a particular file contains evidence of a crime. 17
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These possibilities have led to the inevitable overseizure and oversearching of digital
data.18 They have also led to arguments that officers must be permitted to open even innocuouslooking files to confirm their true contents. 19 Due to the amount of data to be sifted and the time
and technical expertise required 20 to do so, off-site searches of mirrored digital devices have
become the norm. 21
In light of these representations, courts have reached two different conclusions. Some
courts focus on the overseizure and oversearch realities and propose the use of pre-search
instructions to appropriately structure and limit the scope of warranted searches. 22 Other courts
focus on non-discernibility representations and reject such instructions in favor of the traditional
post-search reasonableness analysis. 23 The goal to facilitate complete, good-faith warranted
searches while protecting citizens‘ privacy seems impossible, as the solutions appear to be either
overly-restrictive limitations on warrants on the front end or a continued reliance on the outdated
reasonableness analysis on the back end. Some argue that the former entails constitutionally
unauthorized and unwise requirements, which are unenforceable, 24 while others argue that the
latter violate citizens‘ Fourth Amendment rights by enabling the execution of general warrants. 25

II. Post-Search Reasonableness and Pre-Search Instructions
Currently, courts review warrants and their execution for reasonableness after they have
been returned, with an inventory of any property seized, to the magistrate named on the
warrant.26 Pre-search instructions, in turn, consist of magistrates‘ requirements for the execution
of warrants that go beyond traditional limits involving place-to-be-searched and things-to-beseized particularity. These instructions are designed to address digital realities by prescribing
methods by which officers must execute warrants and handle seized evidence.
The Ninth Circuit‘s opinion in United States v. Comprehensive Drug Testing (CDT) has
been given a lot of attention 27 because of Chief Judge Kozinski‘s concurring opinion, in which
5

he advocated for magistrates‘ use of five pre-search instructions. In CDT, the court considered
the execution of a warrant to search the digital records of Comprehensive Drug Testing, a facility
that administered tests on hundreds of major league baseball players for steroid use. 28 Although
the warrant was based on probable cause to believe that only ten players had broken the law, 29
―the government seized and promptly reviewed the drug testing records for hundreds of players
in Major League Baseball (and a great many other people).‖ 30 Every one of the numerous judges
who reviewed this search and seizure cited the government‘s bad faith conduct, including
―manipulation and misrepresentation,‖ 31 failure to comply with precedential procedures
regarding third party searches, 32 and ―misconduct and unlawful seizure of evidence.‖ 33
To justify its broad seizure, 34 the government noted in its search warrant application the
―generic hazards of retrieving data that are stored electronically.‖ 35 The magistrate judge
therefore permitted the government to seize virtually all computer equipment found along with
any data storage devices and related materials. 36 The magistrate did, however, require that the
government comply with Ninth Circuit precedent set forth in United States v. Tamura.37 Tamura
provided that where large amounts of innocuous material and possibly incriminating evidence
were intermingled, a third party — not the person or entity in possession of the seized evidence
and not the agents who performed the search or members of the investigatory or prosecution
team — could be required to perform an initial review and segregation of data, and to determine
whether this review and segregation could be performed on the site of the search and seizure. 38
The government in CDT ignored this requirement as well as the requirement that trained
computer personnel perform the initial review and segregation, even though it had agreed to
abide by these strictures. 39
Having seized evidence that implicated players not included in the original search
warrant in steroid usage, the government relied on the plain view doctrine, arguing that it could
6

not be sure what was in each nook and cranny of the seized computers without searching them. 40
The plain view doctrine provides, in short, that law enforcement agents may seize anything they
observe if the object‘s incriminating character is immediately apparent and if the agents have
arrived at their vantage point lawfully. In CDT, the government did not claim that it seized this
beyond-the-warrant evidence inadvertently; it admitted that ―the idea behind taking [the
evidence] was to take it and later on briefly peruse it to see if there was anything above and
beyond that which was authorized for seizure in the initial warrant.‖ 41 The court concluded that
the ―government agents obviously were counting on the search to bring constitutionally protected
data into the plain view of the investigating agents.‖ 42
Surprising as it may seem, the government‘s admission that it intended to seize evidence
beyond the scope of the warrant is grounded in law. In Coolidge v. New Hampshire, the
Supreme Court first explicitly established that to rely on the plain view doctrine to seize
evidence that was beyond the scope of a warrant, agents must have arrived at the evidence
unintentionally. 43 In turn, where ―discovery is anticipated,‖ agents may not rely on plain view. 44
Nearly 20 years later, in Horton v. California, however, the Court rejected the
inadvertence requirement, 45 mandating only that agents come to evidence in plain view lawfully
— that is, within the scope of the warrant — and that the incriminating character of the evidence
be ―immediately apparent.‖46 This means that during a warranted search for evidence of credit
card fraud, if agents come across a folder labeled ―kiddiepornpics,‖ agents may nevertheless
perform a detailed search of the contents of that folder, even if they intend to find evidence of
child pornography and not credit card fraud. 47 This is so because of the general nondiscernibility of digital evidence; a file labeled ―kiddiepornpics‖ could technically contain
evidence of credit card fraud. In the digital context, the government argues, this means that once
a warrant to search digital devices issues, agents may search the entirety of the devices, even if
7

they are attempting and expecting to find evidence of any crime, whether or not it is set forth in
the warrant. This cannot be the case.
The per curiam CDT panel, Judge Bea and Chief Judge Kozinski, offered three important
but contradictory responses to this result. The per curiam opinion affirmed the lower courts‘
post-search findings that the government‘s search of the digital evidence was unreasonable
because it ―circumvent[ed] or willfully disregard[ed] limitations in [the] search warrant‖ 48 and
failed to follow the Tamura requirements, i.e., third party screening and segregation of digital
information.49 Judge Bea, concurring in part and dissenting in part, argued that the evidence in
question was not in plain view; to see the evidence of players other than the original ten
suspected of steroid use, agents had to take specific, unwarranted action. 50 Judge Bea‘s opinion,
therefore, focused on a specific example of the failure to follow warrant requirements with which
the per curiam opinion was concerned. Both opinions rested on existing Fourth Amendment law,
which includes searches limited by warrants, the reliance on the Tamura precedent, and postsearch reasonableness analysis.
Chief Judge Kozinski departed from precedent by providing five pre-search guidelines.
These guidelines, he explained, ―will significantly increase the likelihood that the searches and
seizures of electronic storage that they authorize will be deemed reasonable and lawful.‖ 51 The
five guidelines are:
1. Magistrate judges should insist that the government waive reliance upon the
plain view doctrine in digital evidence cases.
2. Segregation and redaction of electronic data must be done either by specialized
personnel or an independent third party. If the segregation is to be done by
government computer personnel, the government must agree in the warrant
application that the computer personnel will not disclose to the investigators any
information other than that which is the target of the warrant.
3. Warrants and subpoenas must disclose the actual risks of destruction of
information as well as prior efforts to seize that information in other judicial fora.
8

4. The government's search protocol must be designed to uncover only the
information for which it has probable cause, and only that information may be
examined by the case agents.
5. The government must destroy or, if the recipient may lawfully possess it, return
non-responsive data, keeping the issuing magistrate informed about when it has
done so and what it has kept. 52
While pre-search instructions are controversial, some of them are necessary to ensure the
particularity of places to be searched and things to be seized. As the Vermont Supreme Court
observed:
In the digital universe, particular information is not accessed through corridors
and drawers, but through commands and queries. As a result, in many cases, the
only feasible way to specify a particular ‗region‘ of the computer will be by
specifying how to search. We view such ex ante specification as an acceptable
way to determine particularity. 53
In general, pre-search instructions may be required where they are necessary to ensure
particularity and are functional, meaning that they do not prevent agents from executing searches
up to the bounds set by the search warrant. 54
It is argued that the question is zero sum: courts must choose either post-search
reasonableness or pre-search instructions. If they choose the former, agents will be able to
perform searches completely, uncovering incriminating evidence while excessively invading
privacy. If they choose the latter, privacy will be preserved, but law enforcement effectiveness
will be decimated and agents‘ right to execute warrants according to their terms will be thwarted.
This zero sum assumption, however, is uninformed because it is not nuanced and does not
recognize that pre-search instructions and post-search reasonableness are both important to
ensuring privacy and can work together. A discussion of each of Judge Kozinski‘s guidelines is
necessary to understand the nuances.

A. Foreswearing Reliance on Plain View
9

Pursuant to the plain view doctrine, if agents are where they are legally permitted to be
and observe something whose incriminating character is immediately apparent, they may seize
the item and it will generally be admissible in court, at least from a Fourth Amendment
perspective.55 If the incriminating character of the evidence is not immediately apparent, plain
view does not justify seizure or further inspection of the item. 56 Agents must have probable
cause to believe the item is incriminating. 57
In a sense, anything that agents observe is in plain view, whether the agents arrive at their
vantage point legally or illegally. 58 The applicability of the plain view doctrine, therefore,
depends upon agents arriving at their vantage point legally.59 As long, however, as agents
performing a warranted search do so within the place-to-be-searched and things-to-be-seized
strictures of the warrant, their subjective intent is irrelevant. In other words, if an agent is
executing a warrant to search for evidence of mail fraud, but thinks he may also find child
pornography, as long as he is within a place he is legally permitted to be under the warrant,
evidence of child pornography is fair game. 60 The permissibility of a search is instead defined
―objectively by the terms of the warrant and the evidence sought, not by the subjective
motivations of an officer.‖ 61 This should be no different when agents are searching for digital
data rather than physical evidence.
At the same time, plain view is an exception to the warrant requirement that should be
―as limited as possible‖ by the ―magistrate‘s scrutiny [that] is intended to eliminate altogether
searches not based on probable cause.‖ 62 Plain view cannot justify a search beyond the bounds
of a warrant; if it did, warrants would become general. 63
Courts have taken four approaches to the plain view doctrine in the context of digital
searches. First, some courts freely apply it while rejecting most or all other pre-search
instructions, relying solely on post-search reasonableness analysis. 64 Second, other courts have
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apparently imposed an inadvertence requirement for the application of plain view, even though
Horton did away with it. The exception in these jurisdictions is that agents may perform cursory
surveys of unknown files to determine their contents. In these courts, if a warrant is granted to
search for and seize evidence of crime 1, and an agent inadvertently discovers evidence of crime
2, the agent must cease the search and obtain a new warrant. She may not rely on the argument
that it is impossible to know what something is until it is searched to continue her search. 65
Third, in an opinion supportive of pre-search instructions, the Vermont Supreme Court
held that magistrates may not condition the issuance of a warrant on agents abandoning their
right to seize evidence found in plain view. The use of filter teams, said the court, would render
abandonment of plain view unnecessary, and, in addition, courts are not permitted to ―alter what
legal principles will or will not apply in a particular case.‖ 66 Fourth, Kozinski‘s CDT guidance
would require agents to abandon reliance on plain view altogether. 67
What it means to abandon or foreswear reliance on plain view is not immediately
apparent, and Kozinski‘s CDT concurrence did not clarify his position. Other courts, however,
have weighed in. For example, the Second Circuit, Eleventh Circuit, and a California District
Court suggested that the right to seize evidence in plain view could be unavailable if agents
intentionally searched for evidence not covered by the warrant. 68 This approach would permit
agents to perform intensive searches that are within the particularity bounds of warrants, and to
address non-discernibility by performing cursory surveys of unknown digital files. It would not,
however, permit agents to go beyond the scope of the warrant or to use non-discernibility as a
pretext for engaging in what would amount to general searches.
Unfortunately, this approach is difficult to execute because the agents who performed the
search could, and would, testify that they did not intentionally search for evidence not covered
by the warrant. Instead, the best practice for searches of digital evidence should require agents to
11

agree pre-search—within the four corners of the warrant—not to rely on plain view during the
execution of the warrant.
This approach fits well into both pre-search instruction and post-search reasonableness
models. It fits well into pre-search instruction regimes because magistrates can inform agents
that they will approve of warrant executions only where agents searched for evidence mentioned
in the warrant, performed cursory searches of folders and files whose contents were unknown,
and did not perform pretextual searches. This approach also would require post-search
reasonableness analysis, as magistrates will then determine the scope of the search and whether
the agent intentionally went beyond what was warranted.
Even if every nook and cranny of a digital device could theoretically contain evidence
covered by the warrant, it does not mean that every nook and cranny may reasonably contain
such evidence. Cursory surveys under this approach would be permissible and would show
whether a particular piece of digital material is evidence covered by the warrant, in which case it
is seizable; innocuous evidence, and thus not seizable; or evidence of a different crime. If the
last event occurs, agents would need to cease the search and obtain a new warrant for the new
crime. This is consistent with the limited nature of warranted searches, and has been practiced
by many law enforcement agencies and uniformly approved by courts. 69 By contrast, courts
have criticized searches that have continued after agents discovered evidence of a different
crime.70

B. Segregation and Filter Teams
Some courts have required that third parties conduct initial reviews of seized digital
materials to segregate the relevant evidence from the innocent information. Referred to as ―filter
teams,‖ ―privilege teams,‖ or ―taint teams,‖ 71 these teams currently may be part of the law
enforcement agency or the prosecutor‘s office directing the search, 72 or they may be independent
12

or appointed by the court. 73 It is better policy, however, that these teams not be associated with
law enforcement or prosecutors‘ offices. A system of segregation and use of truly independent
filter teams has been cited as an effective way to avoid overseizure and general searches. 74 In
fact, in the civil context, mirroring digital devices — i.e., creating an identical copy of a digital
device for in-depth analysis — is discouraged because it entails overseizure, 75 and the remedy is
often the use of filter teams. 76
Several state courts have reacted favorably to the use of filter teams. The Vermont
Supreme Court asserted that the use of filter teams would avoid the problems associated with
abandoning reliance on plain view because any evidence coming to agents‘ attention would
already have been vetted by the filter team. 77
NACDL has concerns that the use of a filter team could invite overbroad searches, which
would lead to minimization of the invasion of privacy and Fourth Amendment interests after-thefact. In other words, the use of a filter team should not per se invite the team members to look at
every single piece of data on a hard drive. A filter team inspection is simply a continuation of a
Fourth Amendment governed search and, therefore, subject to the same parameters of the
warrant as a physical search, including the limits on plain view. Once the information has been
collected and searched, the invasion of privacy has already occurred, regardless of who actually
looked at the information.
In line with some of these concerns, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has
imposed four requirements for the use of filter teams: (1) team members may not have been or be
involved in any way in the investigation or prosecution at issue; (2) team members must be
prohibited from disclosing to the investigation/prosecution team both search terms submitted by
defendants and any information contained in e-mails; (3) the defendants must have an
opportunity to review the team‘s work and contest any privilege determinations made by the
13

team; and (4) team members must agree to these terms in writing.78 Should a filter team be used,
NACDL supports these requirements.

C. Disclosure of Actual Risks
Aside from the CDT opinion, courts have been largely silent on whether warrant
applications ought to contain a disclosure of the actual risks of concealment and/or destruction of
evidence associated with a particular requested search, or whether resort to general statements
about theoretical risks of all digital searches suffices. A disclosure of the actual risks of
destruction or concealment, however, would help the magistrate issue an appropriately limited
warrant. Magistrates should, therefore, inquire into the actual issues of destruction and
concealment of evidence pertaining to specific suspects. These actual risks should guide the
scope of the warrant—the smaller the risks, the narrower the scope of the warrant should be
drawn. Agents seeking warrants, furthermore, should not be permitted to obtain broad scope
warrants based on generalizations about risk. They should obtain broad scope warrants only to
the extent that they are able to demonstrate actual risks.

D. Search Protocols
Agents regularly use and courts have looked favorably upon search protocols, 79 which
include keyword searches, 80 use of hashing tools for looking up or comparing data, 81 use of other
forensic software like EnCase, 82 searches for only certain types of files, and any other pre-search
plan. Other courts have rejected their use, accepting the argument that a document‘s contents are
unknown until it is searched, and the magistrate‘s pre-search inability to determine the propriety
of any particular protocol. 83 So far, no court has mandated protocols, preferring instead a caseby-case approach to evaluating their propriety. 84 In CDT, Judge Kozinski argued ―these and
similar search tools should not be used without specific authorization in the warrant . . . .‖ 85
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E. Destruction or Return of Data
Once agents have mirrored, or copied, digital evidence, they often seek to hold it for
months or even years. Some magistrates have mandated destruction and return requirements for
data other than data for which probable cause is shown, including copies. These requirements
are not very controversial because they do not negatively affect the law enforcement endeavor:
agents may retain incriminating evidence and must destroy or return only evidence that is not
relevant. Furthermore, in the absence of other requirements, agents retain complete control over
the digital evidence and may generally determine for themselves which evidence is incriminating
and which evidence must be destroyed or returned. No court has prohibited pre-search
destruction/return requirements.

III. Recommendations for Reform
While NACDL recognizes that the Fourth Amendment and Federal Rule of Criminal
Procedure 41 do not facially mandate pre-search restrictions on law enforcement searches for
digital evidence, NACDL nonetheless believes such restrictions are essential to protecting the
right to privacy and Fourth Amendment interests in the digital age. The burden is always on law
enforcement to justify the particular steps they believe are necessary to discover evidence when
intruding on constitutionally protected space. The technologies at issue should not trump the
privacy interests at stake. The historical roots of privacy protections run deep, and the
relationship to what computers can do and store should not dilute the quantity or quality of
privacy protections.
Hardware and software are no different from a bound private journal on a desk simply
because they are digital in nature. The government is not allowed to seize entire buildings or
homes to search for evidence of credit card fraud, and similar limits must be established for
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digital searches. Policies and guidelines must be put in place by magistrates, criminal courts, and
legislatures to ensure that the Fourth Amendment is protected in the digital age.
While Judge Kozinski‘s pre-search guidelines in CDT caused a stir among some courts
and criminal law scholars, NACDL believes they provide a solid foundation that appropriately
balances citizens‘ Fourth Amendment rights and the need of law enforcement to conduct
searches for digital evidence of crime. A practicable solution to the privacy problems inherent in
digital searches must respect both of these interests and NACDL believes that its
recommendations achieve this balance.
Ideally, pre-search instructions for warrants would be mandated by statute. As in the
wiretapping context, some new technologies require different judicial approaches. But, postsearch reasonableness analyses cannot be abandoned altogether for pre-search instructions.
While not constitutionally mandated, legislatures can always provide more protections than the
Constitution provides, and NACDL encourages state and federal legislatures to pass legislation
implementing the recommendations outlined in this report. In the absence of legislation,
magistrates and law enforcement agents should mandate and abide by NACDL‘s
recommendations. To that end, this report makes the following nine recommendations:
1.

Magistrates should be required to impose pre-search mandates when necessary
to ensure particularity of places to be searched or things to be seized.

This recommendation simply provides that magistrates should use the tools set forth in
Judge Kozinski‘s concurrence in CDT — and used by countless other courts and government
agents — to ensure that particularity requirements are satisfied. As discussed previously,
Kozinski‘s pre-search guidelines are:
1. Magistrate judges should insist that the government waive reliance upon the
plain view doctrine in digital evidence cases.
2. Segregation and redaction of electronic data must be done either by specialized
16

personnel or an independent third party. If the segregation is to be done by
government computer personnel, the government must agree in the warrant
application that the computer personnel will not disclose to the investigators any
information other than that which is the target of the warrant.
3. Warrants and subpoenas must disclose the actual risks of destruction of
information as well as prior efforts to seize that information in other judicial fora.
4. The government's search protocol must be designed to uncover only the
information for which it has probable cause, and only that information may be
examined by the case agents.
5. The government must destroy or, if the recipient may lawfully possess it, return
non-responsive data, keeping the issuing magistrate informed about when it has
done so and what it has kept. 86
Law enforcement agents should be prohibited from searching where they do not have
probable cause to search. Particularity requirements will aide in reigning in overbroad seizures
and searches of digital evidence.
Such particularity requirements include identifying whether the hardware itself is
evidence of a crime, i.e., contains contraband or is contraband, or is an instrumentality of a
crime, or if the hardware simply stores evidence of a crime. 87 In general, the warrant affidavit
would swear to facts that establish probable cause that evidence of a crime, like computer files,
may be found in a protected space or effect, like a computer, within a private space, like a home
or office.88 The application should focus on the content of relevant files rather than the digital
media itself. Agents should also identify records that relate to the particular crime for which they
have probable cause to search, including specific categories of or types of records to be found.
This type of information can be discerned by, for example, the identity of the target of the search,
the time frame of the crime being investigated, or the actual crime itself, like child
pornography. 89
The particularity requirements for a warrant to search for digital evidence should be
extensive enough to clearly and unambiguously inform law enforcement as to what is included
17

and what is not included within the scope of the approved search. To accomplish that objective,
the articulation of the specific target of the search must utilize the narrowest particulars
necessary to discriminate between what is and is not to be searched.
Take, for example, a search of a personal laptop computer to obtain evidence of a
physician‘s alleged illegal distribution of pain medications. The warrant first must specifically
identify the physical address where the computer is to be found and the location on the premises
where it is located. The warrant must also specify the type of computer to be searched (in this
case a specific make of laptop), and then specify the type and content of digital files to be
searched. Such file types and content would be limited in this example to text documents in
which search queries reveal the presence of the doctor‘s DEA number, names and addresses of
patients referenced in the prescriptions, and emails to and from those patients. Without more
supporting investigative information, the image files on the computer, other emails, and personal
documents not specific to the doctor‘s prescription authority would be excluded from the warrant
to search. Such particularities carve out the scope of the warranted search from the general
population of files stored on the laptop.
Search protocols should be outlined for how the government plans to conduct onsite and
offsite searches of digital devices. Agents should explain how these protocols will keep them
within the bounds of the warrant. Such protocols may include the use of a third-party review
team, restrictions on information sharing between the review team and law enforcement
investigators and prosecutors, obtaining a warrant when evidence of a separate crime is
legitimately within plain view, the use of search terms, and the use of forensic software.
Reasonable and function, this mandate would not hinder law enforcement from searching
in the locations and for the things to which their probable cause attaches.
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2.

The remedy for government agents’ failure to follow pre-search mandates
imposed by magistrates should be suppression of any evidence found as a result
of the search.

Agents who ignore a magistrate‘s pre-search instructions are acting unconstitutionally,
and as a general rule any evidence they seize should be suppressed. This remedy should be
included in any legislative reform regarding pre-search warrant restrictions.
3.

Magistrates should continue to perform traditional post-search reasonable
analyses.

Although they were originally fashioned as mandates, 90 Kozinski‘s pre-search
instructions became admonitory guidelines that magistrates should consider but need not
follow.91 They therefore set forth a flexible structure that magistrates should apply on a case-bycase basis to ensure both privacy and effective law enforcement. 92 NACDL recognizes that these
recommendations will not always be one-size-fits-all in light of facts and circumstances it cannot
reasonably predict. That is why it is imperative that this structure retain the post-search
reasonableness inquiry, but it should also include explicit attention to CDT‘s ex ante guidelines,
as the first recommendation above provides.
In addition, agents should proactively self-impose them in warrant applications wherever
possible. This is, in fact, what many magistrates and agents already do, and so this proposal is
not revolutionary. The warrant‘s inclusion and compliance with specific pre-search instructions
— whether imposed as mandates by magistrates or volunteered by search warrant applicants —
should be weighted in favor, but not dispositive, of a reasonableness finding. Use of the CDT
guidelines should not relieve the government of its burden of proving reasonableness.

4.

Require agents to foreswear reliance on the plain view doctrine.

19

Foreswearing reliance on plain view would prevent agents from executing searches
beyond the original warrant‘s particularity limits. This would mean that searches of places and
searches for things beyond those covered by the warrant would be pointless because any
evidence found would be subject to suppression. Agents would still be permitted to search within
the places and for the information outlined in the original warrant; however, if evidence of a new
crime not covered by the original warrant is discovered, agents would then need to secure a new
warrant to search for evidence of the newly discovered crime.
When agents have a warrant to search for evidence of crime 1, they should be prohibited
from searching within the place-to-be-searched bounds of the warrant for evidence of crime 2,
which would not be covered by the warrant‘s things-to-be-seized provisions. Requiring
inadvertence would permit agents to perform cursory surveys of files whose contents are
unknown, but, once they find evidence of crime 2, would compel them to stop searching for
additional evidence and obtain a new warrant.
This is a necessary restriction in light of the oft-cited argument that digital evidence is
difficult to recognize without inspection. A simple line in the warrant itself that says that the
agents will not rely on the plain view doctrine during the search should suffice.
5.

A second warrant should be required for agents to obtain evidence of a crime
not covered by the original warrant.
Agents should stop a warranted search if evidence of a crime not covered by the

warrant emerges. They then must obtain a warrant to search for the new evidence of a separate
crime. Already, agents often cease their search for evidence of crime 1 when they uncover
evidence of crime 2 and apply for a new search warrant. They probably do so to ensure that any
evidence of crime 2 they eventually uncover will not be suppressed. This practice should be
required in the digital search context. In order to effectuate this recommendation, law
20

enforcement officers must be required to foreswear reliance on the plain view doctrine, as
discussed in recommendation three.
6.

“Filter Teams” must be independent from the criminal investigation and
prosecution and bound by the terms of the warrant.

As discussed in Section II B, NACDL has concerns regarding the use of third-party filter
teams. However, if a filter team is used, the following guidelines must be employed. The
members of the filter team must be independent from any governmental agency that had been, is,
or may be involved in the criminal investigation or prosecution at issue. Further, the filter team
may disclose only incriminating evidence that was the subject of the warrant. It may not disclose
incriminating evidence that was not covered by the warrant, nor may it disclose innocuous
information. Finally, the defendant must have an opportunity to inspect the filter team‘s
segregation of data and contest any privilege determinations made by the team.
7.

Warrants should include provisions for the destruction or return of digital
information as appropriate.

As provided in Judge Kozinski‘s guidelines:
[W]ithin a time specified in the warrant, which should be as soon as practicable,
the government should provide the issuing officer with a return disclosing
precisely what it has obtained as a consequence of the search, and what it has
returned to the party from whom it was seized. The return should include a sworn
certificate that the government has destroyed or returned all copies of data that it‘s
not entitled to keep. If the government believes it‘s entitled to retain data to
which no probable cause was shown in the original warrant, it may seek a new
warrant or justify the warrantless seizure by some means other than plain view. 93
8.

Agents must retain records of the particularities of the digital search, which
should be shared with defendants in criminal cases.

The warrant should include pre-search mandates that require law enforcement to keep a
written record of how, where and by whom the digital search was executed. In particular, the
magistrate should consider including mandates that require law enforcement to make a record of
the following:
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9.

The techniques used to examine the hard drive
The protocols and search methodology used
How the data will be segregated and how it was segregated
The identification of individuals who participated on the review team, if a review
team was used
Whether any copies of digital information were made and retained, and the legal
basis for such
The return inventories should include the hardware seized and the data searched
The search terms used
The post-seizure strategy for screening out privileged info
The standard that was used to determine whether information is privileged
Whether any information was recovered from deleted files
The ―process of sorting, segregating, decoding and otherwise separating data (as
defined by the warrant) from all other data . . . .‖ 94
Legislatures should pass laws to guide courts in analyzing the reasonableness
of searches conducted pursuant to warrants containing pre-search
requirements.

Legislation is the most favorable road toward achieving the proper balance of interests
between law enforcement and individual privacy. Any legislation seeking to address this
particular issue—law enforcement searches of digital evidence—should require certain static
pre-search instructions and a post-search reasonableness finding. This process would incentivize
privacy-protective search and seizure practices, which should include:
1. the issuance of warrants that are as particular as possible;
2. the execution of warrants that remain within the bounds of the warrant;
3. good-faith, cursory examination of digital files whose contents are unknown;
4. immediate cessation of a search if evidence of a crime for which a warrant was not
issued emerges, and a requirement for law enforcement to obtain a new warrant for
that new evidence; 95 and
5. suppression of evidence obtained in violation of the pre-search mandates imposed
by magistrates in a warrant.
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This information should be made available to defendants in the discovery phase of a
criminal trial, along with the underlying warrant application, affidavits, and warrant or orders
pertaining to the warrant.

Conclusion
The use of warranted searches of digital devices is an intrusive investigative tool that is
amenable to reform to safeguard citizens‘ privacy without impeding the public safety function of
law enforcement.
Solutions to rebalance the privacy-public safety relationship may entail rigid rules. The
best solution to the problem of warranted digital searches is a hybrid approach that guides
judicial review with applicable criteria but also permits courts to engage in a more holistic
inquiry. This report recommends such a hybrid approach. The recommendations in this report
should be adopted by courts now, but eventually legislation should be passed by federal and state
legislatures to require statutory compliance with the pre-search instructions and post-search
reasonableness analysis outlined in this report.
Post-search reasonableness should remain an important part of the evaluation of warrant
executions, just as voluntariness in the interrogation setting and individualization in the
sentencing context serve justice. But the inquiry should be guided by the important pre-search
instructions suggested by Judge Kozinski in CDT. This hybrid approach would serve justice,
protect citizens‘ privacy by limiting the scope of searches, and ensure effective law enforcement.
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